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St. Thomas University Tutors
and Expansion of the Tutoring

Opportunity for Next Year

We are excited to inform you that Skyline
MSA is again partnering up with St. Thomas University for the upcoming 2022-2023
school year. This time, the university tutors will come to Skyline MSA four days a
week. This will surely be great news for our parents, students and staff members.
We know that students learn more when they have extra people in the classrooms.
The behavior issues also get minimized when students have extra teachers in the
classrooms. In addition, Skyline MSA is anticipating to form partnerships with other
corporations and nonprofits in Minnesota. During the 2021-2022 school year, we
have formed partnerships with United Way.
Skyline MSA executive director understands the best way to serve students is to
build resources by forming partnerships with like minded organizations.



Testing, testing, 1, 2, 3!

MCA’s are underway!



ELL Department News:

WIth ACCESS testing successfully completed, the ELL
department has resumed services for EL students in
grades K-6. In the upcoming weeks, the goal is to assist
students in preparing for taking the MCAs. Going into the last portion of the school year, finding interactive
engaging ways for students to learn was a priority. Reading eggs, an interactive online phonics-based
program has proven to be successful among our students. Since the reading program seemed to be such a
hit, we started a month-long trial for the math version of the program called Math Seeds. Not only will these
programs help students prepare for the MCA's, but both combine highly structured lessons with fun
motivational elements that keep children engaged and keen to learn.

STEAM Department News:

Skyline students in 3rd-6th grade classes are receiving weekly glimpses into the life of a real life engineer, Cody
Steuck.  Cody appears in classrooms on Fridays via pre-recorded video and teaches students about some of the
challenges engineers face (like deflection and calculating shelf space for jumbo paper rolls!).  Through the
engineering program students are seeing first hand the power of mathematics for problem solving…and how to get
the best deal on pizza by finding the area of a circle!  Along with the videos students are receiving reinforcement in
their google classrooms with weekly challenges which encourage students to explore further and share their thoughts
in online forums, writing assignments and short quizzes.  Ms. Zamzam’s students recently shared some great ideas

on what they would do to make improvements to our world
including ways to take care of the earth by solving pollution
problems; ways to take care of others by becoming teachers and
doctors and addressing homelessness; and ways to make
everyone's life better by designing robots and improving public
transportation.  Way to go 6th grade!  While learning about
different engineering professions all students are exposed to the
engineering mindset of solving problems, innovating and
improving.




